CCG V Quick,
I am better or worse as I pray more or less It works for me with mathematical precision,
When commitment become cause, the result is as enchanting as the dance, the great gladiator H Mir
demonstrated the highest exhibited with bats, his inning was combination of extreme patience,
plying the ball according their merits was marvellous, two majestic 6 and 8 glorious fours, rest are
singles make him man of the match, beside that he took 2 wickets also, turnaround a fortune fluent
106 playing , his brave approach and attacking style destroy their heart and soul , every shot he
played shake the earth under their feet, his placement was exceptional and his partner Mr Klaus was
perfectly playing a Anker role , that partnership 150 runs was a victorious.

The second match was against excelsior boy they are very sportive but they were not gentleman, I
mean regarding to arbitrating (umpiring) , in this match we fought like tiger, but unfortunately, we
horribly missed H Mir.
M Davidson, what a wonderful spell he has? His pin point accuracy, mathematically precision perfect
line and length earn 3 extraordinary wicket.
The partnership between Alex and skipper was eye-catching, it is an inning which you remember
many year to come, because of the pain which Ware was suffering , we could not imagine, but his
commitment and love of winning the battle was exceptional , every odd, painful struggle was really a
Heroic endeavours.
The great Gladiator Alex was consistent and extremely skill full every shots he played in square leg
was outstanding, the bowling of opposition was not easy to play, because they had few extraordinary
bowlers was intact to destroy our hope, tight bowling and fielding do not allow us to increase our
total .
After the match, they were very tranquil and having a beer and BBQ with us and discussion about
sports and what happening during the fight in field. That is all gentleman.

